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Abstract
The goal of this capstone thesis is to move the frontier of complex systems engineering
knowledge forward. The specific objective of this capstone project is to identify relationships
between Goal-Function Trees (GFT) and value models. GFTs and value models are complex
systems engineering approaches derived from different domains, with GFTs originating from
computer science and value models from economics and decision theory. These different origins
cause a fundamentally different mental model when applying the approaches. Both approaches
also have specific strengths that benefit the systems engineer and the system being engineered.
An understanding of how the approaches overlap and conflict is needed to enable the
application of both and the leveraging of each approach’s strengths. Specifically, GFTs are a
model-based functional decomposition used to translate natural language to represent system
goals and functions. Value-Based Engineering is a systems engineering framework that focuses
on translating system attributes into a mathematical objective function. Each works in different
ways and different languages to quantitatively describe goals, preferences, and outcomes. To
explore the commonalities between these two approaches, the functional use will be analyzed as
well as language and terminology commonalities. Through mixed-method data analysis, a
qualitative comparison of the two can be formed. The interactions will be shown through
NASA’s Mars Lander propulsion system. This exploration will enable systems engineers to
better leverage these approaches in conjunction and aid in system design.
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Introduction
With the increasing complexity and size of engineering projects, systems engineering is
becoming increasingly important for the success of projects. Large scale engineered systems are
prone to schedule slips, cost overruns, mission failures, and cancellations [1]. Advancements in
systems engineering processes and methods are needed to combat the ever-growing intricacy of
projects and to support the development of large, complex systems. The use of two systems
engineering tools, value models and Goal-Function Trees (GFT), is beneficial for design
evaluation and aims to improve outcomes of systems engineering projects. Understanding the
interactions between GFTs and value models will allow their combined use on projects. This will
be beneficial to a more holistic view of the system during development as well as a greater
understanding of the system through its development.
Each of these methods aims to improve upon the engineering process and was formed out
of specific deficiencies. While both methods can be complementary to each other, they have yet
to be defined together. The goal of this thesis is to explore the interactions of these methods and
illustrate their ability to aid future projects.
Methodology
This thesis will first discuss the history of GFTs and value models, evaluating the
development of each method as well contributing communities. Then using content analysis, key
terms and definitions for each method will be defined. Using these definitions, comparisons in
structure will be made between the two methods, including hierarchy, values and goals, variables
and attributes, and functions. Further comparison between timelines and purposes will address
the intentions behind each method. Considering the intentions for each method, a suggested
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combined use for GFTs and value models will be presented. This combined use, and the
comparisons between the methods, will then be shown using the NASA Mars Lander as an
exemplar.
Chapter 1: Background
Value Models
Value models allow for comparison between designs and provide direction for improving
a given design. A value model is a function (or group of functions) that uses chosen attributes to
determine the value of a system. Value models represent the desires of stakeholders numerically.
One benefit of a numerical approach is in reducing uncertainty from natural language. Where
traditional requirements limit a design to an acceptable region, value modeling allows a designer
to distinguish the preferred design among acceptable designs. This allows value models to be
used as decision aids for alternatives within or between designs [2]. Value models help a
designer achieve the design that is the best mix of attributes, during both concept definition and
detailed design [3].
Value models have a diverse history of development and application, appearing in
value-focused frameworks such as Decision-Based Engineering, Value-Based Engineering, and
Value-Driven Design. These frameworks evolved from ideas in many domains including
decision theory, economics, and others. A discussion of the development of value models is
presented below.
Value Model History
Many of the fundamental ideas of value models can be seen in decision theories. Value
models intend to identify the alternative with the most value, which by definition is the best
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decision. Von Neumann and Morgenstern identified that decision making for the best outcome is
based on rationality [4]. This rationality is based on choosing the alternative with the desired
outcome under uncertainty. Decision making under uncertainty is based on the goal of selecting
the alternative with the best outcome, but the decision is dependent on factors or variables that
are assumed to relate to the outcome since the outcome is unknown. This implies that decision
making under uncertainty is determined from the expected outcome and the believed likelihood
of that outcome [5]. This then implies there is risk in decision making [6] and that decision
making can be based on anticipated outcomes, indicating it is predictive in nature. Decision
making is a complex social process [7] but it is formed from the desire for the best outcome from
rationality.
The idea of the best choice being the choice with the best outcome arguably first
appeared in economics in the early 1950s [8] [9]. The use of economics in value models enables
rationality [10]. Economics are still tied to value models in the form of the metric of cost. Early
problems such as economic lot sizing represent the spirit of value modeling [11]. Operations
research can be considered a subset of economic models due to often involving an objective
function in cost metrics. Though operations research has a broad spectrum of problem solving
techniques, the root of this value-focused method still is to identify a preferred option through a
systematic, mathematical approach [9].
Following economics in value modeling, a closely related development is cost estimating.
Cost estimating is a similarly predictive method which tries to predict cost (rather than value)
based on system attributes. Though it is not explicitly related to decision making as concerned
with alternatives and preferences, the formation of a value model and a cost estimating model
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can be similar. These two methods also face similar challenges in formation such as access to
historical data, data validity, accurate predictions, and fidelity [12]. Parametric cost estimating
began in the 1950’s during World War II. The Rand corporation pioneered much of this initial
work, including the cost estimation relationship (CER) where a cost was predicted from defined
attributes. NASA furthered continued this work into space related cost estimations [13]. Today,
cost estimating techniques are still being developed for various applications including software.
The formation of mathematical models in decision making continued into optimization
which also rapidly grew in the 1950’s, often based from operations research work. Optimization
extended the idea of decision making by using a mathematical model (objective function) to
solve complex problems by searching for the best solution to a defined problem [14]. With
optimization, the focus shifted towards finding the best solution, rather than choosing a good
option. Surrogate models are a related tool used to increase the computational speed of
optimization as they can replace exact models with simpler, hierarchical models [15] [16] [17].
The idea of surrogate models is reflected in value models as a value model is not an exact model,
but a simplified one.
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) brought a focus on the many different
aspects of design problems in the 1980’s [18] [19]. These aspects are again defined by variables
and the manipulation of those variables. The beginnings of MDO can be credited to Schmit and
Haftka in aircraft design [20]. MDO aims to evaluate multiple, interrelated aspects of an
engineering system in one analysis, like a value model [19]. MDO’s focus is on constraints and
the definition of feasible and infeasible, but does not provide a way to formulate an objective
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function, assuming a function already exists. Like a value model, the objective function serves as
a proxy for true preference [21].
Many of these concepts address preference or value. The concept of value is not
attributable to just technical fields, but can be found in broad domains such as economics,
finance, politics, and philosophy [22]. Defining value is difficult, however, because of its
subjectivity [23]. Value is inherently dependent on preferences and perspectives. Preference is
defined by some person individually (or by some group) dependent on elements of
circumstances, timeframe, location, and a defined interaction or use [24]. In other words, value is
context dependent [25]. Any change in these elements changes the preference and therefore the
value. Considering these elements is key in understanding preference and therefore value.
Preference is the foundation of decision making, since all decisions are made under some
preference.
Keeney arguably first used this concept in value modeling in the sense of complex
multi-attribute functions [26] [27]. Von Neumann in 1994 suggested that it is possible to
combine decision variables into one decision variable [4]. This can be considered a form of a
value model. Tversky in 1972 also suggested a decision making tool where each alternative has a
set of aspects (decision variables), but each alternative is eliminated based on a prioritized
evaluation of each aspect [28]. These tools reflect the long evolution of the value model concept.
Mistree in 1990 began work on Decision-Based Design, framing design as a decision
making process [29]. Hazelrigg in 1998 wrote on Decision-Based Engineering, also focusing on
how engineering design is inherently a decision making process [30]. Decision-Based
Engineering was not an independent development, but was formed from the previously
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mentioned economics, operations research, and other disciplines such as decision sciences [31].
These works put design into a systems context and gave the analysis a value theory based
perspective. Decision-Based Engineering represents a methodology that considers economic
benefit for alternatives as a decision making process that seeks to choose the alternative with the
highest value in an uncertain environment. The subset of Decision-Based Design is limited to the
design rather than the entire engineering process [32]. Decision-Based Engineering and Design
are hierarchical decision making tools that use a simple measurement and assumed function to
iteratively change design variables to maximize utility [33].
Though formed later, Value-Based Engineering and Value-Based Design appear parallel
to Decision-Based Engineering and Design but focus on the formation of the value model rather
than its use. The determination of the value model serves as a function for the representation of
true preferences which can be used for direct comparison of designs through a single
measurement [21]. This often implies a more complicated measure of value in comparison to
Decision-Based Design or Engineering.
Value-Driven Design (VDD) was coined in 2006 by Sturges, Collopy, and Striz to enable
a wider use of MDO, identifying a shortcoming of MDO as a lack of objective function to
identify which design is preferred within the defined constraints [19]. VDD uses decision making
as a basis for quantifying choices with uncertainty by leveraging economics and a scorecard
methodology to guide system design [34]. VDD can be considered a subset of Value-Based
Engineering that creates [21] and uses a decomposable value function that can be separated into
subsystem level value functions [35]. VDD is known for its use of scorecards to capture the
value impact of attributes to understand which attributes affect value most [21]. This means that
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VDD, like other value centric methodologies, can distinguish most preferred designs rather than
just acceptable versus unacceptable designs [36] [37].
The expanse of value-centric design methodologies is both broad and deep. It has many
related fields that interact with value models. The key features of these analyzes focus on
preference in decision making and appraising that preference mathematically in order to aid
design and evaluation of systems.
Value Model Key Terms and Definitions
Definitions for value models and for several key terms can be defined from value model
literature. The definition of these terms is important for the later discussion of the interactions
between Goal-Function Tree terms (see Chapter 2). The use of terminology of this type is
particularly significant in light of the suggestion that terms develop specialized meaning in
different contexts [38]. Two main types of miscommunication appear across domains: first, a
term having different meanings in two communities, or second, two communities using different
terms for the same meaning [38]. Without the explicit definition of terminology and consistent
meaning, confusion and possible error occurs. This thesis will include a focus on the translation
of discipline specific language to allow comparison of elements of the two engineering methods.
The key terms for value models were defined from twenty-five highly cited literature
focused on value modeling and the surrounding fields of Value-Driven Design (VDD),
Value-Based Engineering, Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO), and Decision-Based
Engineering. Using the tool NVivo, these literature examples were analyzed to determine word
frequency. After deleting irrelevant words and industry specific terms (such as vehicle for the
space industry) the most frequently appearing terms in value model literature were in decreasing
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order: value, design, systems, models, attributes, costs, functions, decisions, changes, variables,
objective, a nd optimizing. The complete list is included in Appendix A. E
 valuating a subset of
ten literature sources for these terms and additional terms authors indicated as important, a
definitions list was formed [3] [19] [20] [21] [34] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]. The community
associated with the term is indicated along with the definition.
Term

Value
Model

Value
Function

Objective
Function

Value

Reference

Community

Definition

Collopy (2009)

VDD

Abstraction of the desires of the stakeholder, enabling
the determination of the value of a system that has a
set of attribute measurements.

Collopy,
Bloebaum,
Mesmer (2012)

VDD

System level objective function that captures how all
attributes of an engineered system contribute to its
value.

Keller and
Collopy (2013)

VDD

Measure of the value of a system.

Topcu and
Mesmer (2015)

VBD

A transfer function that captures all of the system
attributes, stakeholder preferences, costs, and risks and
transforms them to a common basis.

Collopy and
Hollingsworth
(2011)

VDD

System objective function of system attributes,
constructed using the laws of economics.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

VDD

A function of attributes and design variables
comprised of fundamental objectives that represent the
true preference(s) of the stakeholders (objective
function).

Simpson et al.
(2017)

VDD

An objective function of system attributes that
represents the true preference of the stakeholder(s) to
produce a singular value.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

MDO/VDD

Proxy for the true system preference that enables
differentiation among feasible design.

Collopy and
Hollingsworth
(2011)

MDO

Scalar function that converts the team’s full set of
attributes into a score.

Keller and
Collopy (2013)

VDD

A measure of preference.

Topcu and
Mesmer (2015)

VBD

A measure for evaluating design alternatives by
reducing a holistic perspective of the system to a
common physical frame.
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Collopy and
Hollingsworth
(2011)

Attribute

Design
Variable

Behavior
Variables

Coupling
Variables

Design
Parameters

VDD

Measure of goodness, such that one design is better
than another design if and only if its system value is
greater, measured in monetary units such as dollars.

Collopy (2009)

VDD

Numerical encoding of preference, reflects the relative
desire of someone to have one thing in comparison to
other things.

Collopy and
Hollingsworth
(2011)

VDD

Functions of extensive component attributes of the
system or product.

Keller and
Collopy (2013)

VDD

Inputs to a value model.

Topcu and
Mesmer (2015)

VBD

Characteristics of the system.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

MDO/VDD

Functions of designs variables (X) and behavior
variables (Y).

Kannan (2015)

MDO/VDD

Functions of lower level attributes and design
variables that characterize the subsystems.

Topcu and
Mesmer (2015)

MDO/VDD

Elements of the system that the engineer can change
directly.

Martins and
Lambe (2013)

MDO

Quantity that is always under the explicit control of an
optimizer.

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Inputs to subsystems that are changes to optimize the
design.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

MDO/VDD

Parameters.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

MDO

Couplings between subsystems, solutions to a set of
simultaneous nonlinear coupled equations that
represent the analysis of individual disciplines.

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Outputs of the subsystems.

Martins and
Lambe (2013)

MDO

Model the interactions of the whole system.

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Subset of behavior variables which are the outputs of
subsystems that are inputs to other subsystems.

Topcu and
Mesmer (2015)

VDD

Constants that do not change (gravity etc).

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Constants associated with subsystem models.

Table 1: Value Model Terminology and Definitions
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First, the terms value and model f requently referred to value models or the concept of
value. Terms such as preference and function a nd objective o ften referred to definitions of value
models such as value function or objective function. Therefore in an effort to capture the
generally accepted idea of value models, these terms were included in this definitions list.
There appears to be little consistency in value model terminology, even within the more
narrow VDD community. For instance, value model, objective function, and value function r efer
to the same concept with different terminology. Likewise, design variable is called a parameter
[43] d espite the two terms having very different meanings in other literature sources. Further
inconsistencies can be found in this definition list, but also across other value model
communities. This suggests that though there are commonly accepted constructs in value models,
value models maintain a level of independency in different communities and from different
authors.
Based on the word frequency results and author indications, several key features of value
models were determined to be value, attributes, various forms of variables (design, behavior, and
coupling) and value functions (value models and objective functions). Parameters will refer to
constants. These terms are common to a portion of value modeling literature and therefore will
be used throughout this analysis and in comparison to GFT terms in Chapter 2.
Value Model Important Elements
Value models have two main elements: attributes and functions. The attributes show what
elements form value. The functions show the relationships among those attributes. The value
model uses these functions to aggregate the system attributes into a measure of goodness [44].
Different alternatives are ranked according to which returns the highest value. This score has no
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meaning in-and-of itself; it is exclusively for ranking purposes. The low level attributes of each
system can then be compared to determine which low level attributes bring the most value to the
system.
Since the end output of the value model is a ranking formed from numerical
quantifications of value, when the model inputs vary, the value returned must mathematically be
equal to, greater than or less than alternative values. This allows for a decision of preference to
be made from the numerical value. Meaning that mathematically: [3]
V a > V b or V a < V b or V a = V b
This provides a mathematical, quantitative basis for choosing alternatives. This ranking is
ordinal, meaning it ranks things [3]. Therefore, it is not necessarily accurate in quantifying how
different each score really is, just that there is a difference in the score, and therefore the ranking.
The ranking is the key element in the result of the value model, rather than the score. The value
model can be represented hierarchically, with the functions of the attributes building up a tree
shape until a measure of value is reached at the top. This architecture is because value is
hierarchical in nature [3].

Figure 1: Value Model Concept
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Value models can be categorized into four uses: trade studies, design optimization, design
space exploration, and technology evaluation [3]. The first, trade studies, allow comparison
between design options or analysis of alternatives [45]. This means that value models can
determine preference among design options. For example, the values for three design options can
be ranked from highest to lowest value, capturing which design option is “better”. The second
use for value modeling is design optimization. This use takes the value model and uses it as an
objective function to optimize for the best design. This optimization makes changes within the
design of the system to achieve the highest value. Value models can also be used to explore
design spaces. This use determines how robust designs are. Finally, value models can be used for
technology evaluation by evaluating a system with or without a technology. The results
determine if the system has more value with the technology or without it. These uses for value
models revolve around making the best decision among alternatives, as value models are
fundamentally a decision making tool.
Goal-Function Trees
A Goal-Function Tree (GFT) represents a system’s goals using quantitative
decomposition in a hierarchical model. The GFT’s tree structure transforms input state variables
into output state variables, following paths up the tree. The main goal of the tree sits at the top of
the architecture. This goal represents the success or the ultimate purpose of the system. Each
level of the tree represents a sub-goal that must be met to reach the above goal. These sub-goals
can be considered as traditional requirements with nominal values. Nominal means the value will
cause success in the path above it. Off-nominal means the value will cause failure in the path
above it [46]. This model is used in the design process to determine what the system should do
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and in the analysis of a system to provide information on its operation [47]. It can also be used to
further understanding of the system and serve as a guide for failure monitoring.
The development of the GFT is fairly recent, though similar structures and methodologies
can be identified in previous work. A brief overview of the development of the GFT and related
work is presented below.
GFT History
The first related work to GFTs is fault trees. Fault trees are fundamentally related to
GFTs by similar structure and motivation. Originally developed in 1962 for the USAF by H.A.
Watson, fault trees use analytical logic to represent and categorize failures [48] [49]. Fault trees
can contain probability of failures and use AND and OR gates like the GFT. Fault tree analysis is
closely related to reliability block diagrams (RBD), which represent the success probabilities of
the system rather than the failure. These methods focus on failure in a system, motivated by a
movement towards increased safety.
Similar structures to the GFT appear in artificial intelligence (AI) work, notably by
Nilsson as early as 1971 [50]. Nilsson defines a structure with paths to goal nodes. His work,
though motivated differently than the GFT, notes the importance of goals in a tree structure.
Additionally, Nilsson sought to represent a system with a model like the GFT. This work was
continued in the 1970’s and 1980’s and is still used in AI developments today.
The 1980s saw the introduction of the Goal Tree-Success Tree (GTST) which used
master logic diagrams [51] [52]. Kim and Moddares considered their GTST a characterization of
deep knowledge of the system, meaning it was both an analysis and a representation of the
system [52]. The representation focused on a goal like the AI work and success like the RBD. Its
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structure also followed the path/goal mentality of Nilsson. The GTST’s ultimate purpose was to
assist in the engineering of complex systems through representation [46].
The transition to use in systems engineering came in 1991 and 1992 by Dardenne and
Mylopoulos [53] [54] [55]. Dardenne brought the idea of goals to the then currently implemented
requirements engineering and analysis. The concept of a goal and reaching that goal was
suggested to be implemented by iterative modeling. Dardenne suggested that the aim of systems
engineering should be the fulfillment of a goal, typically defined by a client and measured by
preferences [54]. Mylopoulos likewise identified the importance of goals and added a focus on
the evaluation of those goals [55]. These transitions into systems engineering primed the use of a
goal/tree structure for design evaluation.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) created a similar analysis: the state analysis and
Mission Data System (MDS) [56]. The state analysis was developed to manage spacecraft
system complexity in an aim to reduce misrepresentations of the system. The state analysis
captured systems requirements in models [56]. This analysis would prove a basis for the
development of the GFT.
Most notably, Johnson and Breckenridge pioneered further work in NASA’s Ares
project, formally developing the GFT used today [57]. Johnson’s GFT was developed from
failure management problems on the Ares I from 2006-2011. The GFT was to define and
represent the system to allow for determination of failure monitoring. It combined the focus on
goals and requirements with a model to represent the state of the system. As conceptualized, the
GFT can be used to represent a system and its operations using variables that represent the state.
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GFT Key Terms and Definitions
A set of key terms and definitions can be defined for GFTs. These were developed from
word frequency in a set of GFT literature. This analysis was performed with the tool NVivo on
ten highly cited GFT or Goal Tree Success Tree (GTST) literature. The set of available literature
for GFT is significantly smaller than for value modeling due to its recent introduction and
current limited use, predominantly for NASA. A list of explicit definitions from three literature
sources is included based on the key terms.
Frequently used words in this literature set were in order: function, goals, system, state,
model, variables, control, level, tree, diagram, structure, nominal, and failure. Several of these
terms such as goal, function, and tree were clearly related to the idea of the GFT. Analysis of the
source for these terms across the ten references showed key features of the GFT to include the
function, goal, state variable, a nominal and failure state, and a path structure within a tree
structure. Explicit definitions for these key terms were taken from three literature sources [53]
[57] [58]. A comparison of these GFT terms and definitions with the terms for value models will
be addressed further.
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Term

Reference

Definition

Inputs and outputs to functions that enable the translation of natural
Johnson (2013) language into logical-physical state language, enforcing connection
to the system's physical laws.
State Variable

Function

Nominal Goal

Off-Nominal
Goal

Tree

Failure

Goal Function
Tree

Breckenridge
(2013)

Inputs and outputs to a system's functions as the connection
between function and design.

NASA Guide

Physical attribute of a system that must be maintained within an
appropriate range for the success of the assigned goal.

Johnson (2013)

Transformation that maps input state into the output state.

Breckenridge
(2013)

A realization of an associated goal that transforms one or more
input state variable into a different set of output state variables.

NASA Guide

Representation of the change from one state variable, or set of state
variables, into another through the function, as in the equation.

Johnson (2013)

A requirement or objective.

Breckenridge
(2013)

Inherent description of the nominal range for its allocated state
variables, representing the system's purpose.

NASA Guide

The range of a goal’s output state variables: requirement.

Johnson (2013)

Activated when nominal goal is not achieved.

NASA Guide

Define new objectives required if the nominal range is not met.

Johnson (2013)

Top-down inverted structure to trace system functions.

Breckenridge
(2013)

A structure inherently related to the system’s physics and real
behaviors.

NASA Guide

Hierarchical, branched representation.

Johnson (2013)

Goal is not achieved.

Extend the concept and process of functional decomposition,
utilizing state variables as a key mechanism to ensure physical and
Johnson (2013) logical consistency and completeness of the decomposition of goals
(requirements) and functions, and enabling full and complete
traceability to the design.
Breckenridge
(2013)

A top-down functional decomposition of system goals and
functions, arranged by major system phase/configuration; to define
what functions the system must perform for the system to
successfully perform its mission/objectives.

NASA Guide

A hierarchical, branched representation of a system’s goals and
objectives, specified in success space.

Table 2: Goal-Function Tree Terminology and Definitions
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An important note on these definitions is the meaning of the term “state variable”. In
GFT literature, state variables refer to all variables that represent the state of a system. This
definition differs some from the thermodynamic definition of state variables which implies path
independency and a requirement of being the smallest set of variables to determine state and
other limitations. This difference is important to note for those who may be familiar with a more
traditional interpretation of “state variable”. To reiterate this difference, GFT state variables will
refer to variables which represent the state of a system without further limitations.
GFT Important Elements
A brief overview of the formation of GFTs can give insight into the model. GFTs can be
formed using the following guidelines: (1) Determine the goal, (2) Determine lower level goals
that will enable that goal, (3) Determine the state variables that measure each goal, (4) Determine
what constitutes a nominal or off nominal value for each goal’s corresponding state variable, (5)
Organize the goals considering physical and logical relationships, (6) Create the relationships
(functions) among goals, (7) Use the model.
The first step of this guideline is of particular interest. Goals, though related to
requirements, should be derived from determining what success for the system is at the highest
level, and feeding the values down the tree for the most successful system. Determining a
nominal value or requirement for each level without considering goals and levels above it will
not necessarily result in a successful system and defeats the purpose of the hierarchical structure
of a Goal-Function Tree. Ideally, any requirements should come from natural laws such as
physics or from creating the GFT itself (determining which goals are necessary) [53].
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It is important to identify a goal, because often systems perform different operations that
are not all the goal of the system. For example, the goal for a tea kettle is to boil water, but it also
creates steam and heats the kettle itself and makes a whistle (or perhaps a beep for an electronic
version). The crucial steps to meeting the goal of creating a whistle is far different than the
crucial steps to boil water. The top-level goal should be selected considering what is most
important to the users or owners of the system (whichever the desired and defined perspective
is). Noting the use and intention of the system is paramount for selecting an appropriate goal. It
is interesting to note that conceivably it is possible to have different goals from different
perspectives. Because different goals lead to different representations and design considerations,
addressing the perspective of the goal must be done at the start of the analysis.
From the top-level goal, subgoals are defined (noted SG in Figure 2). These should be
considered as what must exist for the top-level goal to exist. If a top-level goal is boiling water in
an electric kettle, than the kettle must be plugged in and have electricity and a place to store
water. Without these, water cannot be boiled. This is the hierarchical nature of the GFT.
After the subgoals are defined, it is important to consider what state variables (represent
by SV in Figure 2) will be used to measure each goal. For example, electricity can be measured
by current and the amount of water can be measured in volume such as ounces. To successfully
boil water, the kettle’s volts and amps must be within a certain range and the volume of water
must be within a certain range. For example, one ounce of water is not enough to boil to make a
drink and would make that subgoal unsuccessful. The ranges that define success for state
variables are considered nominal. Any value outside this range is considered off-nominal, since
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it will cause goals above it to fail. These state variables attached to each subgoal will be defined
with a nominal range further in the design phase and are related by functions.

Figure 2: Goal-Function Tree Concept

GFTs are important because their structure is both hierarchical and logical. Unlike
previous versions of hierarchical decomposition, GFTs allow a correct decomposition of a
system which must be both physically and causally valid. The physical validity of the model is
captured in the function. The causal validity is captured in the structure of the tree. This allows
design engineers to change low level state variables to change the end success of the system (the
end goal being nominal), since the values feed up the paths of the tree. This can be useful in the
design of a system or evaluation of an existing system. GFTs can be categorized into a few main
uses.
The first use of GFTs is success evaluation. This is a traditional goal tree-success tree
(GTST). It takes an overall goal of a system and breaks it down into smaller goals that must be
met for success which is fundamental to an understanding of a system. The success evaluation
considers what must go right for successful operation of the system. This use takes the computer
science interpretation of functions which represent the activity that the system is to perform
while in operation. These interactions use logical AND gates and OR gates to represent
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redundancies in the systems. The goals are broken down until the bottom level of the tree. This
use for the GFT defines functions as mechanisms (human, hardware, or software) [53].
A second use is failure monitoring. Since the structure identifies what must go right for
the system to succeed, it is then easy to identify if there is a way to detect failure on each branch
of the tree. If all branches have a detector of failure in the system, then all critical failures can be
identified in operation. Failure detection not identified on the tree should logically then not be
critical as the tree identifies only the critical operations for the system to succeed. This use is
entirely complementary to the first use, but is just an added element.
The GFT tree additionally could simply be used as a tool to increase understanding of the
system. Johnson suggests that the creation of a tree can reveal the completeness of a system [53].
This understanding of the system can allow requirements traceability as well. Since GFTs are a
detailed representation of a system, they allow for design checks and an increased concept of a
system.
GFTs add a third element to the two key elements of value models (functions and
attributes (variables for the GFT)): goals. Goals are formed from functions and state variables
and are another interpretation of a defined function. The interactions among these elements will
be addressed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 2: Interactions
Why use these quantitative approaches? They define and limit the problem to important
factors that can be evaluated. Using these methods allows the system engineer to define both the
problem and the environment the decision will be made in. It allows decision making to be done
in a more defined, qualitative manner, to ensure the best outcome. The functions described in
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hierarchies allow a system to be represented quantitatively rather than qualitatively. They also
encourage the understanding of the logical and causal relationships in the design.
Several initial similarities in these approaches can be identified. Both avoid natural
language to evaluate the system quantitatively and tie the model directly to the system via
measuring the physical state of the system. The functions in the tree and the decomposition of a
value model allow a system to be represented quantitatively rather than qualitatively,
encouraging the understand of the logical and causal relationships in the design. Because the
functions are true functions of attributes or state variables, they directly represent the system.
The physical ties to the system (functions and attributes/state variables) are an important
connection between the two methods.
Further, both methods represent preferences and values inherently in their formation.
Hazelrigg argues that decision-making or design tools require the integration of preference
because they have alternatives and risk [1]. This representation of preferences appears in the
value of value models and the goal of Goal-Function Trees and in the choice of attributes/state
variables. Each representation is created with a concept of preference which affects the models in
choosing these elements. This ties the methods to preferences.
An improved understanding of the use and definitions of each method allows for
complementary utilization of both methods when designing and developing a system. An
example of complementary use in a developmental analysis is presented in Chapter 3 using the
NASA Mars Lander. The interactions in structure and intention will be addressed first.
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Structure
Hierarchy
Many of the principles defined by GFT literature apply easily to the hierarchical
representation of design that value models incorporate. Defined attributes can be translated into a
tree structure that decomposes value rather than the operations: a value decomposition. The
highest level of this tree is value, which is a function of attributes.
For a GFT, the tree is defined by first considering its highest goal. This goal represents an
action that is the most desired outcome for the system. Based on this goal, below it, subgoals are
defined. These subgoals indicate what actions must happen for the highest goal to succeed. The
subgoals can be broken down further until a desired level of detail is reached. Attached to each
of these subgoals is a state variable. These state variables are defined along with a desired range
that defines the success of that subgoal, and in turn the goal of subgoal it feeds into. This desired
range is referred to as the nominal bounds, or the bounds for that state variable that bring the
desired success for the related subgoal and highest goal.
It is interesting to note the similarities in the structure of a value decomposition structure
and a GFT. These two hierarchies are fundamentally similar and both representations form a tree
shape.
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Figure 3: GFT and Value Model Interactions

Though the design of a system is rarely physically hierarchical, its interactions and
designs can be represented hierarchically. The hierarchy of each of these methods represents
hierarchical relationships in design. Functions are dependent upon other functions much like
attributes are dependent upon other attributes. Hierarchy captures these dependencies to
represent how they affect the system. Within the hierarchical structure several elements are
comparable. Three elements in the structure of the value decomposition and the GFT can be
considered: the value/goal, the attribute/state variable and the functions.
Values and Goals
First, the top levels of each hierarchy can be compared: the relationship between goal and
value. Logically, achieving the goal of a GFT should represent some value. Without the goal
bringing some value, it does not make sense to do it. Therefore, value is the inherent concept
underlying mission success or failure [22]. This distinction is dependent on the concept of
preference. The very intention of achieving some goal implies it has value to whoever intends it.
Johnson calls this preference intentionality [53]. Thus, it can be considered that a successful
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goal brings more value than a failed goal. With a broader definition of the goal, the GFT
representation can be viewed as representing value.
It is value that gives both GFTs and value models their hierarchical decomposition. It can
be considered that the overall (highest level) nominal goal of a GFT is the goal simply because it
is considered to bring the greatest value when performed. Both value and goal are deeply
dependent on preference and therefore can be considered related [53] [3]. Johnson notes this
hierarchical prioritization of goals, as engineered systems are designed to fulfill some primary
purpose [53]. The way to get to that greatest value is defined by the lower levels of the tree.
These two methods (value models and GFTs) show two separate ways of modeling value
quantitatively. One is particularly useful for trade studies and early design (value models). The
other, GFTs, allows designers a clear view of the system in operation to bring about a predefined
value.
The GFT does not directly allow for comparison of values like the value model. For the
value model which deals with design, different top-level values can be compared between trees.
This brings another dimension to success. Unlike a traditional GFT, for value models there are
varying levels of success (value) and one design or system can be more successful than another
by producing more value. These values can be compared to determine the most successful design
or system.
Traditional GFTs are limited to binary success or failure and do not consider the value of
individual state variables, unless related to triggering the failure of a goal. Off nominal goals and
trees don’t relate to the value hierarchy other than indicating a lack of value (due to a failure).
Because the success of a system inherently brings value, a failure (lack of success) implies a lack
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of value. While different failures clearly bring different negative values, the GFT does not
differentiate between zero and negative value, much as it cannot differentiate between two
different levels of value. For a GFT, a system that costs a million dollars would have equal
success as a system that costs ten dollars, provided they both operated within their nominal
bounds to bring a “success” outcome. This method does not allow much insight into the design
of the system in this way. Value models, however, can prioritize a well-designed system by
ranking several alternative designs or systems by their value. In this sense, GFTs and value
models are complementary as GFTs lack the differentiation of value that value models have.
In the means-end theory for studying value, three levels of value are suggested: attributes,
consequences, and desired end-states [59]. The attribute level deals with features or
characteristics of a system while the consequence level focuses on the result of the use of a
system. The end-state level represents values and purposes that drive the other levels [24]. In this
framework, value models focus on the attribute level and are affected by the end-state level while
GFTs cross into all three levels. This distinction of the overlap of the idea of value between
GFTs and value models suggests that while both methodologies focus on value, there are
different aspects of value. Value models view value from an attribute perspective, designing the
characteristics of the system in light of the end-state for system design. GFTs consider attributes
in the form of state variables but focus on the consequence level (what happens behaviorally),
indicating value in light of successful system operations.
For these methods, perspective is particularly important because of the idea of value. It is
important to note that preference (the root idea of value) is entirely dependent on perspective.
Different individuals, groups, and organizations can have different preferences, meaning their
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desired outcomes differ. For example, an infant’s value for a dollar bill is far lower than it is for
an adult. Infants have little preference for currency because it has no value or use to them. The
system or object (the currency in this case) has not changed, but the perspective in which they
are being evaluated has changed. It is entirely feasible that two evaluations from two different
perspectives would give different values to the same system or rank systems differently.
The same concept is applicable to the highest level goal of the GFT. This goal is chosen
based on what some individual or group intends a system to do. A different group may choose a
different goal because their preferences differ.
Attributes and state variables also represent the system from the perspective of the
organization or group of concern. Not only does the overall goal or value represent the
perspective of the value model, the choice of inputs does as well. The entire process of creating a
value model or GFT should recognize the perspective it will be used from.
Variables and Attribute
When using multiple systems engineering methods together, it is important to understand
their interactions and limitations. The use of certain terms is of specific interest. When
considering GFTs, and value models, each has inputs, but refers to these inputs using different
terms and there are some differences in definition that are briefly explored here. Since value
models are such a broad concept used by many communities, the narrower Value-Driven Design
(VDD) will be used for terminology comparisons as there is little consistency across all value
modeling communities. The MDO community’s terms will be compared to further solidify the
concepts. All terms relating to inputs of functions in each community were accumulated with
corresponding definitions shown in Table 3.
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Term

State
Variable

Attribute

Design
Variable

Behavior
Variables

Coupling
Variables

Design
Parameters

Reference

Community

Definition

Johnson (2013)

GFT

Inputs and outputs to functions that enable the
translation of natural language into logical-physical
state language, enforcing connection to the system's
physical laws.

Breckenridge (2013)

GFT

Inputs and outputs to a system's functions as the
connection between function and design.

NASA Guide

GFT

Physical attribute of a system that must be
maintained within an appropriate range for the
success of the assigned goal.

Collopy and
Hollingsworth (2011)

VDD

Functions of extensive component attributes of the
system or product.

Keller and Collopy
(2013)

VDD

Inputs to a value model.

Topcu and Mesmer
(2015)

VDD

Characteristics of the system.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

MDO/VDD

Functions of designs variables (X) and behavior
variables (Y).

Kannan (2015)

MDO/VDD

Functions of lower level attributes and design
variables that characterize the subsystems.

Topcu and Mesmer
(2015)

MDO/VDD

Elements of the system that the engineer can change
directly.

Martins and Lambe
(2013)

MDO

Quantity that is always under the explicit control of
an optimizer.

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Inputs to subsystems that are changes to optimize the
design.

Kannan, Mesmer,
Bloebaum (2017)

MDO

Couplings between subsystems, solutions to a set of
simultaneous nonlinear coupled equations that
represent the analysis of individual disciplines.

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Outputs of the subsystems.

Martins and Lambe
(2013)

MDO

Model the interactions of the whole system.

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Subset of behavior variables which are the outputs of
subsystems that are inputs to other subsystems.

Topcu and Mesmer
(2015)

VDD

Constants that do not change (gravity etc).

Kannan (2015)

MDO

Constants associated with subsystem models.

Table 3: Attribute and Variable Definitions
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From these definitions, several comparisons can be made. First the broad definition of
state variables in GFT is of interest. GFT literature refers to all variables used in functions that
represent the system’s state as state variables. It is important to note this definition of state
variables as it does not imply independence or the minimum set as the term often does in
engineering branches such as thermodynamics. This means all variables and attributes in MDO
and VDD could all be considered state variables in the GFT world. GFT literature neglects a
common term between the other two communities: parameters. Parameters or design parameters
are constants in the model such as gravity. Though the GFT uses constants like these, there is no
term that the literature calls them.
In value modeling, value is a function of attributes, which are functions of design
variables [60]. Value modeling separates attributes and design variables depending on the level
of detail, where design variables are things the designer can directly change [39]. These are
characteristics of the system that are controlled and transformed and used as inputs into the
model. Attributes can be functions of both design variables and other attributes [21]. While a
value model does not have to be modeled down to the design variables, a completely
decomposed value model would end in the design variables. MDO calls attributes behavior
variables as well as a subset of behavior variables, coupling variables [21]. These comparisons
are summarized in Table 4 below.
MDO
Behavior
Variables
Coupling
Variables
Design Variable

VDD

Attributes

Design Variable

GFT

State Variable
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Parameters

Design Parameters

Table 4: Overlap of Attributes and Variables by Community

Using these comparisons and definitions, the attributes and state variables in value
models and GFTs can be evaluated. State variables and attributes (including design variables)
directly tie the models to the actual design of the system. Since the variables measure the system
in some way, they directly represent the design and state in the model. This is key, because these
system engineering methods intend to evaluate the system itself, either in operation or in design.
The attributes for the value model reflect elements that the system should have or that the
designers care about. The state variables for the GFT reflect the state of the system as created in
operation, based in physics. Both the attributes and state variables represent the physical state,
but value model attributes can add beyond these. As the GFT represents a system with
formalized constraints through physics (or other sciences), the attributes used are by necessity
physics-based. Value models do not fall under similar limitations as representations of value are
not all necessarily physics-based. The value model should contain the majority of the state
variables used in the GFT, because these attributes by definition are important to the system. The
exception to this is attributes related to the operation of a system rather than the design of a
system itself such as an X,Y coordinate measuring the location of the system in operation. The
state variables for the GFT should be far more limited than the attributes for the value model due
to the value model’s broader perspective.
This overlap in attributes also points out the necessity of defining the value model
attributes explicitly since there are multiple measures of volume or temperature for a single
system. Clearly defined attributes and state variables are necessary for a proper analysis.
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The value model can be directly compared to the GFT by attributes and state variables.
For example, in a further decomposed GFT of an aerospace system, “control thrusters” may have
the same state variable as the value model’s attribute considered in the value decomposition:
thrust. This connection allows for enhanced consideration when evaluating the design further in
development because the operational value can be compared to the design value for the
overlapping attribute/state variable. Since the input variables (design or state) are both low level
attributes (similar though not identical), the final element that should be compared between these
models is the functions.
Functions
In GFTs, the function is defined as the operation (action) the system is performing. For
example, making coffee is dependent on putting a certain amount of coffee beans into a coffee
machine (measured by perhaps the mass of the coffee beans), plugging the machine in (measured
by the electricity to the machine), and water in the machine (measured by volume of water).
These measurements must be within nominal values for the system to operate. For example, the
machine cannot successfully operate with a tablespoon of water but can operate with a cup. This
is the measured value that must lie in the nominal range. However, the function can be
considered plugging in the machine which is an operation. These functions transform input state
variables into output state variables either through elaboration (creating new state variables) or
decomposition (the same state variables).
The GFT uses logical AND / OR gates to accumulate the outputs of functions for systems
that have redundancy. For example, if a coffee machine was capable of being run off either
batteries or electricity, this would be represented by an OR gate since only one system must
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function in order for the machine to have power. If a subgoal requires multiple operations, the
AND gate is used, but with the emphasis on hierarchical, causal representation which Johnson
addresses in his work [53]. The concept of a function for a GFT is below.
y = f (x1 , x2 , ...xn )
Where x are input state variables and y is the output state variable. Multiple branches of
the tree can combine in one goal, requiring all of the corresponding output state variables to be
within nominal bounds for that goal to succeed. The function is shown, as it builds up the tree, in
Figure 4, adapted from [53].

Figure 4: Function of Input State Vectors

GFT literature differentiates between active and passive functions where active functions
require operational activity of the system to transform input state variables. Passive functions do
not require control [53]. Value models make no distinction between passive or active functions.
The equation below is a representation of the accumulation of output state variables to
determine success for a subgoal for a GFT. SG represent success or failure outcome of the state
variable associated with a subgoal (ie it being within nominal bounds). Each subgoal’s
relationship to the subgoal it forms can be represented with a logical OR gate or a logical AND
gate. This implies the subgoal is formed on lower subgoal’s state variables being within their
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normal bounds. For example if SG1 was formed from a success in both SG2 and SG3, the
function would be SG1 = SG2 AND SG3, meaning both subgoal’s associated state variables
must be within nominal bounds for the SG1 to be a success.
S G1 = S G2

∩S G3 ...∩S Gn

It is interesting to note that the output state variables mentioned previously are formed
from the GFT functions mentioned above using input state variables. This indicates two types of
“functions” are really used in implementing the GFT. The first actual function as referred to in
literature is identical in notion to the function used in value models. The accumulation function is
simply the logical determination of success or failure built into the tree. Since value is not
necessarily expected to be redundant, the use of logical gates is not usually necessary in value
models. If modeling a system at a low level, OR gates could be used to represent different
systems that have inherently different attributes.
For the value model, the function’s purpose is to capture relationships, not between
operations defined by a measurable attribute, but between attributes themselves. This
relationship can be classically defined with a physics equation (such as propellant mass fraction
and fuel mass for a propulsion system) or defined from historical data for attributes that do not
have defining physical laws (such as the relationship between prestige and data collected for
example). These relationships define the value for a system beginning from lowest level
attributes, until the highest-level value is defined. This structure of value allows designers to
easily change low level variables such as mass rather than attempting to directly change highest
level attributes such as prestige.
A = f (y 1 , y 2 , ....y n )
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A = c1 y 1 + c2 y 2 .. + cn y n
The general form and a linear example of a function for a value model are presented
above. A represents an attribute while y represents a lower level attribute or a design variable.
The lower level attributes can be combined and each has a constant coefficient representing its
weight in the function. Value is not always equally split between attributes that comprise another
attribute, therefore weighting with coefficients is an important representation of the value of a
system. For example, in a propulsion system, if thrust is important but volume is not, thrust will
have a higher coefficient (provided the data is normalized) to represent that preference. It could
also be said that the model is sensitive to changes in that attribute.
Like the GFT, a value model is a causal representation. However, instead of being within
nominal values, attributes are not limited, except by the practicality of physics that constrain the
inputs. This means that the evaluated system’s capability is being evaluated to determine
preference, not to operate. The GFT connects these state variables to necessary operations later
in the design lifetime.
Purposes
Now that the structure of each method has been discussed, the intention of each model
will be addressed. Value models intend to aid in selecting or designing the best system. In other
words, they aim to aid designers in selecting the preferred design rather than an acceptable
design (usually defined under requirements). The use of value models has been suggested for
concept design, preliminary design, and detail design [34]. This means a value model can
become progressively more detailed through the design phases.
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The value model as suggested in VDD serves as a unifying force in design, ensuring
consistent design decisions across all groups involved in the design process [34]. Likewise, the
GFT is a model that aims to represent a system with many design teams and elements in one
representation. This means the GFT serves as an integrating factor across subsystems.
GFTs can be used for existing systems to monitor the design in operation (failure
monitoring) or to represent a system. Using the GFT as a representation of a system can ensure
design completeness and rigorously define the operational concept [53].
The purposes of the GFT and value model are complimentary though not identical. GFTs
primarily evaluate a system to assess it, either to alter a design or monitor the system. Value
models evaluate a system to design it. By definition these two methods are typically best
implemented in different stages of the life cycle.
Timelines
This analysis highlights the use of each tool at different stages in the system life cycle. A
value model should be first used early in the design to evaluate the merits of different design
choices, as well as eliminating less preferred systems. Value models are particularly helpful in
these early stage system designs [25]. If several systems are ranked by their output values from a
value model, it is easy to eliminate the lowest value systems from consideration, since they will
produce worse results provided the model is correctly designed. This is important because
decisions made early in the design process impact the system and the system’s success
significantly [61]. Design tools that provide more information early in the design enables
designers to make more informed decisions, enabling easier design changes and therefore
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producing likely a more preferred design [62]. The value model can then be used for further
levels of design after initial design decisions are made.
Once a system design is chosen, a GFT can be created to narrow down the ranges that the
state variables must achieve. For example, if more thrust is preferred for a propulsion system, the
value model will take that into account when ranking the options and perhaps eliminate a
propulsion system for a bottle-rocket because the value of thrust is so low that its overall value is
low. After this separation of options, the chosen system’s input variables will be recharacterized
to define the exact desired amount of thrust for each stage of the mission through the GFT. In
this case, the thrust capability is no longer a concern. The value of thrust for certain stages of
operations is now the interest. GFT models can be used in the design process to determine what
the system should do and in the analysis of a system to provide information on its operation [47].
The GFT is often far more design detailed (and becomes more detailed in the transition from
design to operation) than the value model, but it is important to qualify and rank the system in a
value model before narrowing down the design to create an operational GFT.
Because of the different stages each tool is used in, the GFT assumes more about the
system than the value model. Value models can lean towards supporting a methodology of
original rather than adaptive design, allowing the designer more freedom in creating a preferred
system, though often systems appear more adaptive due to the validity of previous designs or
limitations of technology [29] [63]. Design while using a GFT is likely to become more adaptive
as the design is further developed and changes become more difficult. Although the GFT can be
design independent since it is formed with functions, this is difficult in practice as further
decomposition requires further assumptions or knowledge of the system. Value models generally
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allow a more exploratory perspective on design than GFT. This difference is supported by the
lack of requirements in value modeling and use of requirements in GFTs.
Differences
One main difference between value models and GFTs is that GFTs support the use of
requirements. In the tree, goals and subgoals are requirements. Value models tend to reject
requirements in favor of finding the optimum value for the system as only limited by nature [61].
This perspective frees the designer to make the best choice based from rationality only limited by
the laws of nature, rather than requirements or other artificial limits. It has been suggested that
for value models, requirements do not convey the intent of the system [64]. It is important to
note, however, that to be useful, both models must operate in the context of physics. Any system
must be able to be created with logical, possible design values or the results have no meaning. A
perfect design that is not realistic is no more helpful than no design, other than perhaps to give an
indication for improving or optimizing a design.
This difference reflects the different perspectives of design as noted above. The design is
unlimited, except practically by nature in value modeling [61]. This means the design is free to
explore the true preferences of the stakeholders, where requirements only limit designs to not
implementing what is not desired. This is also why value can be compared between different
inputs to value models while GFTs have no ranking of value. Because of the implementation of
requirements, the GFT can only distinguish when a requirement is being violated, causing
failure. It cannot evaluate exactly how successful or valuable a mission is. In a requirement-free
world, the value model can choose the design with the most value. Combining these approaches
allows designers to first choose the design with the most value via the value model and then
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monitor and ensure the system reaches that value with a GFT. Using both tools also allows
integration of a requirements-free and requirements-based design.
When comparing inputs to functions, the state variables for a GFT could conceivably be
the same as the attributes for a value model but likely just overlap significantly, since the
representations capture different perspectives. Though they should both be based in physical or
logical relationships, the relationships in the top levels of the value hierarchy tends to be less
physics-based. In the GFT, since the goals are created first and then state variables are related to
them, the state variables tend to be based on functions that the system performs. This difference
in function inputs is a reflection of the different types of preference that each model represents.
By necessity, a true and complete GFT is far more detailed to the system than a typical
value hierarchy. A GFT must dive deep into the details of the design to ensure success, while a
value hierarchy can be decomposed to a higher level earlier in the concept of the system. The
representation of a GFT in this analysis is not detailed due to the system not being in
development yet, but will be improved in further work. A value hierarchy can also be
decomposed into low-level variables, but this is not necessarily beneficial in the early stages of
design when a value model is often used.
Interactions in Suggested Use

Figure 5: Suggested Interactions in Use
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A suggested method for leveraging both methods is presented above. First the system
should be considered from the desired perspective. The desired source for the preferences should
be identified and the engineer should consider what the system is intended to do or what mission
it will carry out (goal). This can be considered a form of concept definition. From this
consideration, attributes for the system should be identified. These attributes are measurable
elements of the system that reflect its state and include the state variables for the GFT (though
they may not be identical). These attributes should be based on the identified value, or what is
important to the identified preference to measure progress to the goal.
From the identified goal, a value model should be formed using the identified attributes.
Several methodologies exist to forming value models and will not be discussed here. The value
model should then be used by inputting different design options (different designs can be input
by using their associated attributes in the value model). From the value model, the preferred
design option (the option with the highest value) should be selected.
The selected design can be further analyzed for system operations with a GFT. Once
created, the GFT determines the required nominal bounds for the subset of attributes it measures.
A well considered design should have significant overlap between attributes used in the value
model and state variables used in the GFT. This indicates both that the goal brings value to the
stakeholder and the goal of the system is being well represented. The GFT’s nominal bounds
can change the boundaries used in the value model, applying constraints to attributes to the value
model. Note that these constraints are only valid for a defined system, not all systems because
they are design dependent. Once the Goal-Function Tree is created, the design can be
implemented.
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This process is not entirely sequential and has much iteration as more understanding of
the system is apparent. The GFT for example is used throughout the operation of the system to
evaluate success as well as being a design tool. Several additional interactions between value
models and GFTs appear in their combined use. The implemented design can be re-evaluated by
the value model. The GFT uses the same value identified in the first step of the process, therefore
an analysis of purpose and preference is only necessary once. These similarities suggest benefit
to this combined use due to the overlap in analysis and elements between each method,
particularly the goal/value and attributes. Most importantly, both methods when used together
are based on the same system and are used predominantly in different portions of the life cycle.
This makes their combined use convenient. The analysis of a system should begin with
perspective. Considering the value and goals gives the design direction. Then the tools value
model and GFT take the design from conception to implementation to evaluation. This process
starts broad, gaining an understanding of the design and then delves deeper with the GFT to a
functional analysis. Finally, it evaluates the system the process has created with the value model
and the GFT.
Chapter 3: Mars Lander Propulsion System
Introduction to Mars Concept
Considering NASA’s rich history of systems for space exploration, there are many
systems to which this suggested leveraging can be applied. NASA missions have grown in
number and diversity, with adversity as an ever-present element. One of NASA’s growing
initiatives is the Moon to Mars objective, which mirrors the Constellation program in both size
and objective. This initiative will require a wide variety of systems to be designed and missions
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to be performed in the years to come. NASA’s directive regarding this initiative is as follows “Lead an innovative and sustainable program of exploration... to enable human expansion across
the solar system and to bring back to Earth new knowledge and opportunities... the United States
will lead the return of humans to the Moon for long-term exploration and utilization, followed by
human missions to Mars and other destinations” [65]. Within this objective, the mission to Mars
has been conceptualized below, highlighting the four major vehicles that will need to be
designed and built for the exploration of Mars [66].

Figure 6: Mission Concept

Each of these vehicles is at a different stage of its development, from detailed design for
the space launch system to concept definition for the deep space transport. Regardless of how
this mission varies, the Mars Lander will be necessary to deliver the crew to and from the surface
of Mars. Various designs of this Mars Lander have been conceptualized, but its specific design
has yet to be defined. To aid in the selection of a propulsion system, value model and GFT
methodology will be used to perform analysis of this system.
Though the Mars Lander is early in its design phase, a few key ideas are in place. First,
the lander must take several crew members from orbit around Mars to the surface where they
will remain for a period of time and then return to orbit [67]. Clearly, different propulsion
systems may prove more valuable than others. Nevertheless, the intention of the initial mission
involving the Mars Lander is clear: to land humans on the surface of Mars and to return.
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Propulsion System Definitions
More than two dozen propulsion systems have proved successful in testing or application
for various types of space transport. These systems range from liquid bipropellant to lift rockets
off Earth’s surface to solar sheets the size of football fields that rely photons. Many of these
propulsion systems could be removed from consideration for the Mars Lander out of
environmental feasibility. However, these systems will still be considered in the value model
analysis. Ideally the value model will identify these systems with a low score and thus a low
ranking. If an infeasible system is ranked highly by a value model it is an indication of either a
missing attribute or incorrect analysis. This understanding can be used to the modeler’s
advantage to validate the model. A brief introduction of propulsion system types will be
addressed below and a categorization is presented in Appendix E.
Ion Drive
An ion drive system is a subset of electric propulsion in which a neutral gas is stripped of
its electrons and the remaining positively-charged ions are propelled rearward. An electric power
processing unit is required to provide the means necessary to create the plasma and is usually an
array of solar cells or a nuclear engine. Ion drives have high specific impulse due to the low mass
required, but yield a low thrust and acceleration [68]. They are only possible in the vacuum of
space. However, they are highly efficient and work well for deep-space transport and
maintaining orbital positions [69].
Nuclear Thermal
In general, a nuclear thermal rocket utilizes a nuclear reactor to heat a fuel (typically
hydrogen). The expansion occurs in the nozzle, propelling the vehicle. The core of the nuclear
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reactor can take on three primary states: solid, liquid, or gaseous. The latter two require immense
heat, high-end heat-resistant materials, and advanced systems that ensure no radioactive material
follows the fuel out the nozzle. However, the most common form, solid core engines, require a
lower heat and therefore a lower energy. The performance is proportional to, and limited by, its
reaction temperature. The traditional solid core engines are extremely heavy, leading to low
thrust-to-weight ratios [70]
Hypergolic
Hypergolic propellants are those that instantly ignite upon contact. Hypergolic
propulsions require an oxidizer and a fuel. The Apollo Lunar Lander utilized a hydrazine
hypergolic engine for descent and ascent. Hypergolic propellants are reliable and restartable due
to the lack of an ignition system (simply initiate contact) and are conveniently liquid at standard
Earth room temperature. However, these systems typically have high thrust-to-mass ratios and
lower specific impulse than cryogenic chemical rockets [71]. Further, the compounds are
corrosive, toxic, and carcinogenic.
Plasma
Rather than utilizing external power sources to electrically charge ions, plasma
propulsion relies on existing internally-generated potential differences. By positioning magnets
appropriately, the charged ions accelerate before exiting the system. Plasma thrusters have high
specific impulse and low thrust/power, but use less propellent than a chemical system [72] [73].
The use of magnets rather than an electric field distinguishes plasma propulsion from ion drivers.
Though not far in development, several space agencies have developed functional plasma
propulsion systems [74].
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Chemical Solid
Solid propellants are highly associated with the aerospace industry in both space and
military applications [75]. Their use began far before liquid propellent due to their relative
simplicity [76]. Solid propellants are most typically associated with the solid rocket booster and
historically have been utilized in engines found on the Saturn and Space Shuttle rockets for Earth
to low earth orbit. Once ignited a solid propellant will burn until all propellent is exhausted; this
means they cannot be shut down [77]. Solid rocket boosters typically have lower specific
impulse than comparable liquid bipropellant rockets, but the simplicity of the system makes solid
propellants a popular choice for aerospace applications [74].
Chemical Liquid
Liquid propellants have a long history in propulsion since conception over a hundred
years ago [78]. Liquid propellants are a broad category that contains hypergolics, cryogenic
propellants, biofuels, and others [71]. Given this variety, there is no single chemical propulsion
concept. In fact, over 300 liquid propellent rocket engines have been designed and built [78].
Despite the extensive development of liquid propellants, extensive research continues today, due
to their popularity in launch systems. The challenges of long term storage and increasing
reliability are both of particular interest [79].
Solar Sail
Solar sails have been suggested for interplanetary transportation. Solar sails use
momentum transfer of solar photons on large reflective sails for propulsion [80]. The first
prototype was tested in 1999, though many challenges have become apparent in technology
development. NASA pioneered much of the initial research into solar sail propulsion [81]. Solar
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sails have a limited scope of use when compared to many other propulsion systems as they are
not feasible for launch vehicles.
Hybrid
A hybrid rocket is one that features fuel and oxidizer in different states of matter;
typically, a solid fuel and a liquid oxidizer [82]. A wax hybrid is one that features a unique and
unconventional fuel of wax (initial trials used household paraffin wax that led to the creation of a
more ideal compound now known as SP-1a). This wax compound burns three or four times more
rapidly than traditional liquid or solid fuels. Its non-toxicity, non-explosiveness, and favorable
condition at Earth room temperature benefits construction and storage [83]. Further, its state
remains stable at extreme low temperature such as the surface of Mars at night [82].
Development is underway, however, and the relative technology readiness level is extremely low
compared to chemical solid, liquid bipropellant, and hypergolic rockets.
Identifying Perspective
Value models are a decision making tool to enable rational decision-making that is
consistent with the preferences of system's stakeholders [84]. Goal-Function Trees likewise are
dependent on the intention for the system [53]. For this analysis, the preference of the
organization NASA will be captured. NASA’s preference is key to the Mars Lander, as the
organization control the majority of the design and programmatic decisions. The analysis of the
propulsion system is in light of NASA’s historical preference. Again for these methods,
perspective is particularly important because it is the basis of value for the value model and the
fundamental basis for the goal for the GFT. The goal for the GFT is determined under this
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perspective as to safely land on return from the surface of Mars. This goal is gathered from the
preferences of NASA and their intentions in the mission concept.
Mars Lander Propulsion System Value Model
From this mission concept, an important set of attributes can be defined. For example,
mass must be considered as the lander must be transported to Mars. While being light, the lander
must provide enough thrust to safely land the crew and return them to the deep space transport.
For the Mars Lander propulsion system, a key set of attributes were defined, presented in Table 8
in Appendix C from key attributes presented in past NASA literature that evaluated propulsion
designs. These attributes capture concerns of a lander system for NASA. Additional propulsion
system attributes were identified through engineering judgement from research articles and
subject matter expert opinions.
These attributes fell into five main categories: system performance, cost, schedule,
environmental concerns, and prestige and knowledge. These five categories should be
generalizable to other systems, though the specific attributes may vary and a category may not be
significant for different system types. For example for a household appliance, knowledge and
prestige are likely not significant. This list of attributes also forms a starting place for
identification of state variables, which are determined along with the goal when forming the
GFT.
To begin to organize the attributes in forming a value model, a functional DSM was
created from engineering judgement and expert opinion, presented in Appendix B, Figure 13.
First, this allows relationships between the attributes to be identified as positive or negative as
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well as applying a magnitude to the relationship. For example, thrust has a strong positive
relationship on maximum acceleration, indicated by a score of three.

Figure 7: DSM Concept

The amount of non-zero entries highlights how many variables an attribute is a function
of. This quantifies the relative hierarchy of the attribute and provides information to begin the
process of organizing the attributes into a hierarchical value decomposition. For example, cost,
safety, and prestige, were functions of 9, 7, and 7 other attributes either directly or indirectly.
These scores were the highest in the DSM, indicating that cost, safety, and prestige should be
high level attributes in the value model.
A preliminary hierarchical value decomposition and value model were created through
the iterative process of defining attributes, organizing their relationships in a DSM, further
organizing their relationships in a hierarchical value decomposition, and finally creating a value
model by mathematically quantifying the relationships in the decomposition. It is important to
highlight the iterative nature in the process as well as the building of methodology upon one
another.
Taking the identified relationships between attributes and their relative hierarchies, the
attributes were organized into a hierarchical value decomposition. Variables were initially placed
in four levels corresponding to their number of non-zero entries in the functional DSM. The four
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levels were initially arbitrary, formed from considering which attributes affected others. If an
attribute affected another attribute it was placed on the same or lower level. This initial
placement greatly enabled the process of then further organizing them into a logical structure. It
is important to note that the eventual preliminary value model’s scope was later significantly
reduced due to the lack of available data on many high-level attributes. The following is the
completed template for the value model.

Figure 8: Value Model Hierarchy Template

Preference for the Mars Lander can be found in several different ways, one of which will
be presented here. For this analysis, data was collected on previous NASA missions in two
categories: Moon landers and Mars rovers (see Appendix C, Table 10). The relevance of these
historic system types is different for each. Moon landers correspond to the conceptualized Mars
Lander in scale and type (as they are both human-carrying vehicles), while Mars rovers assist in
capturing preference for a Mars mission. Essentially, Moon landers capture vehicle preference in
attributes such as specific impulse or mass fraction, while Mars rovers capture preference for the
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operating environment in attributes such as length of mission and amount of data gathered. By
including data for both of these system types, a database was formed that captures NASA’s
preference for the Mars Lander.
First, all NASA Mars rovers and Moon landers were identified from NASA documents.
Then the attributes for each vehicle were documented from various sources including NASA
archives, databases, and contractor documentation. The year each system was completed was
also noted as it is necessary to make inflation adjustments to any costs noted in documentation.
After intensive data gathering, the available data limited the value hierarchy significantly. Some
attributes were not published or considered key by designers and others were proprietary
information. The following is the reduced value hierarchy limited by the available historical data.

Figure 9: Reduced Value Hierarchy

Formation
To create a value model based on the value hierarchy, a mathematical analysis of similar
systems can be performed. This can be done under the assumption that the value is equal to the
cost of the system. The argument for this assumption, as noted before, is that if the system did
not produce as much value as it cost, the decision would not have been made to create the
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system. Then, with the assumption that the value is equal to the cost, the attributes can be related
to one another and ultimately compared to the cost (now considered value). A highly correlated
attribute to the cost/value indicates a high preference for that attribute. For the Mars Lander
propulsion system this type of representation is key because of the intricacy of the system and
the mission as a whole.
After a preliminary structure was decided, following several iterations, the relationships
between attributes, for which data was available, were mathematically quantified using physics
equations and regression on the collected historical data.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was performed to establish the relationship between
the second level in the value hierarchy and value in the preliminary value model. Details on the
regression are shown in Appendix C. The independent variables numbered one through four are:
Ability to Reignite, Mass Fraction, Thrust to Weight Ratio, and Specific Impulse. All
independent variables had p values below .05 for the MLR. Furthermore, the model fit the data
well with an R^2 adjusted value of .97. The ranges of independent variables are shown in Figure
17 in Appendix C. The range describes the solution space for which the model was fit on. The
model is thus designed for values inside of these ranges. The equations for the value model are
presented below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Value Model Equation

Quantifying relationships may validate or alter the initial value hierarchy. Relationships
suggested in the hierarchy from expert opinion may be removed and some may be added from
the data.
A preliminary hierarchical value decomposition and value model were created through
the iterative process of defining attributes, organizing their relationships in a DSM, further
organizing their relationships in a hierarchical value decomposition, and finally creating a value
model by mathematically quantifying the relationships in the decomposition. It is important to
highlight the iterative nature in the process as well as the building of methodology upon one
another. This is the completed initial value model based on evidence and analysis. The value
model was used to rank propulsion systems and the rankings are presented in Appendix C, Table
9.
The process of developing the preliminary value model was iterative. A list of attributes
was initially drafted and then revised several times through consultation of subject matter
experts. Creation of the functional DSM involved several passes at assigning and reworking the
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values in each cell. Next, the functional DSM provided the initial structure of the value
decomposition, but many iterations were involved to get to the current preliminary structure.
Several ties in the DSM proved not to be significant enough to model in the tree.
From this analysis a second iteration DSM was created, presented in Appendix B, Figure
14. Simple linear regression was performed between all of the attributes, provided sufficient
data was collected. The variables were then deemed to have significant correlation if the p value
was below the specified level of 0.05 for the hypothesis test that the slope of the regression is
non-zero. This empirical DSM can be compared the DSM formed from expert judgement to
consider if additional relationships exist which were not previously identified.
Building a value model is an iterative process. Thus, it is not expected that the model
performs well on the first iteration based solely on evidence and analysis. This is especially the
case due to the current model being a simplification from the full value decomposition due to
data availability constraints. Thus, the most important information that can come out of this
preliminary ranking is identifying the areas in which it could be further improved. For example,
several relationships such as thrust to noise proved to be minimal enough to remove. Moreover,
attributes themselves were added and removed. For instance, the attributes propellant mass, mass
flow rate, mass fraction, and thrust to mass ratio were all added after the visual representation
allowed for identification of the need to further capture performance with those metrics. Last, the
empirical DSM captured several couplings between attributes that had been previously
overlooked. There were strong correlations between overall cost and thrust to mass ratio, specific
impulse, and mass fraction.
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Preliminary Results and Future Improvements
Further analyzing the results, certain propulsion systems are ranked highly, when they
would perform poorly in the Mars Lander application. For example, the system with the highest
score, Plasma - MPD, only has a thrust of 11N. While the specific impulse may be exceptional,
the extremely low thrust would prevent the system from even making it off the ground because it
could not reach the required escape velocity. Recommendation for correction would be to
develop penalties based on thresholds recommended by subject matter experts or alter the
attributes to consider things such as escape velocity.
Last, the preliminary value model has a reduced scope. The preliminary value model does
not capture several crucial attributes such as prestige, and knowledge and several sub-attributes
below those. Neglecting these factors creates an unfortunate tendency to choose the most
expensive system. Connections between these high level attributes that are currently missing
from the value model but that exist in the value decomposition should included in the value
model by other techniques such as stakeholder preference elicitation.
Currently, the value model may not be identifying the most preferred solution. It is
expected that the fidelity of the model would increase with the implementation of the specified
updates. Even after these updates are made, additional issues in the model may arise which will
require addressing. Ultimately, the process of developing a value model is iterative and the
model is expected to improve with each iteration.
There are certain limitations with the current value model which will briefly be
addressed. To improve upon the current state of the value model, iterations consisting of several
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key improvements will be performed. These suggested improvements include a survey,
collecting additional data, considering risk, and performing regressions on the input data.
Additional Data
With limited data, the model has limited fidelity. A future improvement for the analysis
would be to increase the amount of data used to create the relationships for the value model. This
will increase confidence in the results and allow relationships to be quantified for many of the
upper level attributes. More data for each attribute will improve the model but gathering data for
attributes that were omitted from the analysis due to missing data would have a greater effect of
the model.
Survey
The data should be verified with another source since there are limitations to the
assumption that cost equals value. Additional limitations lie in the fact that much of the data is
from many years ago and the priorities of the NASA organization may have changed over time.
The next step for the analysis is to verify the regression relationships with a survey given to
NASA stakeholders to capture preference. This survey will include questions asking the
stakeholders to score their preference for each attribute. It will also ask stakeholders to rank their
preference for the different propulsion system types. This data will be used to validate the
historical data gathered from previous missions and alter the value model to reflect any disparity
and to create the relationships between the previously mentioned high level attributes and value.
Regressions on Input Data
An additional suggestion of error is the inputs to the value model. As mentioned in the
analysis, the value model is based from data for previous lander propulsion systems. This data
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range is for a relatively small propulsion system. Several propulsion system inputs were
significantly out of these bounds, meaning the model was extrapolating and may not be valid for
these extended ranges. A suggested improvement to reduce this error by running regressions on
several data sets (i.e. several data sets were gathered for each propulsion system type) to create a
more accurate representation of the propulsion system type in light of the type of mission
required. Using this nominal value for the propulsion system type, based on several previous
propulsion systems, should yield some improvements to the results.
Risk
Risk must also be considered in the value model. A preferred alternative cannot be
determined if risk is not considered. The value of a system can be millions of dollars higher than
a competing system, but if the first system is likely to fail, is it really the preferred option? The
answer depends on risk aversion. If the model is from the perspective of a risk-positive
individual (such as a gambler), than perhaps the first system is the preferred option. For a
risk-averse individual it would not be.
Incorporating risk into a value model can be done in several different ways. The first is to
subtract a risk premium from the value for each system. The second is to use a risk multiplier to
reduce the value of the system from the risk. A riskier system would have a lower risk multiplier,
reducing the value significantly. A low risk multiplier would be closer to one, reflecting the
likelihood of maintaining that value.
Incorporating risk will likely improve the value model as several impractical or high-risk
propulsion systems are ranked highly. A risk factor will reduce those scores, reflecting the less
desirable outcome that a risky system brings. Since these systems are not likely to be chosen due
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to their high risk, the value model should also be able to identify that preference. This will
greatly increase the fidelity of the model and should remove several highly impractical systems
from the top rankings.
Future Goals
These improvements would increase the fidelity of the model and after changes, the
model will be further verified against stakeholder preferences with additional surveys. The goal
for the value model and the analysis is to rank propulsion systems from the perspective of
NASA’s values. These improvements will improve the model to this goal.
Mars Lander Goal-Function Tree
After making these changes to the value model, designers would select a design option to
continue work in the GFT. As this is an illustrative example, the GFT is not decomposed to the
level that would require the selection of a propulsion system.
Formation
The GFT was formed by first determining the overall goal for the system which was
defined by NASA literature in the first analysis of the NASA Mars Lander. From the overall
goal, achievement subgoals were determined. These subgoals define five major phases of the
mission, as phases are differentiated by the ending of an achievement goal. These five phases
are, as shown, undocking, descent, remain on surface, ascent, and docking. These phases reflect
the mission concept of the lander as merely transporting crew to and from an orbiting deep space
vehicle rather than being a part of that vehicle. If this concept is changed, the GFT would change
accordingly.
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Figure 11: Mission Phases GFT

GFT literature defines three types of goals: maintenance, achievement, and prevention
[57]. Maintenance goals are continually existing goals. Achievement goals must be true at the
end of a phase. Prevention goals prevent off-nominal scenarios, which are not addressed in this
analysis. From the initial achievement goals, further achievement goals (shown below in Figure
12 in blue) were defined, merely decomposing the goals that would have to meet for these goals
to be successful. Additional maintenance goals were defined as well (shown below in Figure 12
in green). Each goal (both achievement and maintenance) has at least one associated state
variable. These state variables accumulate up the tree until the success of performing the mission
is measured by all state variables below it. Because of this accumulation, the higher level goals’
state variables are not all explicitly labeled as there can be many. Note that the maintenance and
achievement goals may be on the same level, but due to size limitations one may be presented
below the other in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Goal-Function Tree

This tree represents the main goals the system must perform (by keeping the associated
state variables within nominal bounds) to successfully perform the mission. For example to
perform the mission, the lander must land on the surface of Mars, remain on the surface for a
period of time, and then return to the deep space transport. If one of these three goals is not met,
the mission is not successfully performed. This again can be shown with a lower level goal such
as return to the deep space transport which requires the lander ascend to orbit a nd dock to the
deep space transport. These goals can be further decomposed in the same manner. This
representation of small goals that hierarchically build upon one another is the GFT.
The associated state variables were defined by determining how the success or failure of
each goal could be evaluated. Some consideration was also given to whether a variable could be
measured easily. While theoretically state variables can be any variable that represents the state,
following the intention of the GFT limits these to measurable variables as a great part of the
useful of the GFT is in monitoring. A state variable that correctly identifies success or failure of
a goal but is impossible to measure is not particularly useful. The same state variables appear in
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multiple places in the tree, indicating that there are different nominal bounds for different state
variables at different phases of the mission.
This tree could be further decomposed to greater levels of detail in goals as well as
additional goals being defined for these levels. The further understanding of the system as it is in
development would reveal areas of interest for the designer that should be represented in the tree.
Preliminary Results and Future Improvements
Design Selection
To properly implement a GFT, a design for the Mars Lander should be selected. Though
a GFT can be created (to the level presented) without narrowing the design, further
decomposition of the tree inherently requires further understanding of the system [53]. In other
words, further decomposition is dependent on design concept which at this stage for the NASA
Mars Lander has not been decided.
Further Mission Concept Definition
Further development of the GFT (as well as the design concept) also depends on the
mission concept. Though a mission concept has been suggested for the NASA Mars Lander, this
concept is not explicit. Any change to this concept will trigger significant change to the design
and therefore the GFT. Thus, development of a GFT for the lander should continue along with its
development.
Implementation into SysML
Currently GFTs have been implemented into SysML (Systems Modeling Language) for
interactive use. Much work has been done by Breckenridge on implementing the GFT concept in
SysML [57]. Implementation into SysML would take each operational phase (undocking, decent,
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remain on surface, ascent, docking) and create a package for each. This divides the GFT into
logical sections allowing for division of work by the appropriate teams that can be reintegrated in
the language. The use of common state variables across these packages keeps the tree integrated
as each is limited by the most restrictive nominal bounds.
Implementation into SysML also requires the use of functions, which are understood but
not shown in this GFT. These functions relate the state variables which have nominal bounds
placed on them and connect the goals up the tree in a path. Though SysML is the currently used
method for implementation of GFT, Breckenridge notes the difficulties of implementation and
suggests another tool be developed in the future or the SysML language modified to allow use of
the GFT concept [57].
Future Goals
Though this GFT captures the theoretical intentions of the GFT, it is not practically
implemented due to limitations of mission concept and design concept. Further developments in
these will allow the parallel development in the GFT. Further, the GFT should be completed in
SysML or another language to allow for use and representation and definition of its other
features such as functions and nominal bounds. Additional work to define off-nominal goals
should also be done. The current analysis neglects this portion of the GFT merely for simplicity
at this stage of design. These features are understood at this point in the design but not
implemented.
Interactions
A brief discussion mirroring the previously mentioned interactions in Chapter 2 between
the two methods will be presented using the Mars Lander as an exemplar. The interactions in
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hierarchy, values and goals, variables and attributes, purposes, timelines, and differences are of
particular interest. As the functions for the GFT have not been developed, the interactions of
functions will not be addressed.
Hierarchy
The similarity of the structures of the GFT and value model is clear in this example. Each
method builds a representation from low level inputs into more sophisticated elements (value and
goals). The hierarchies capture the dependencies of the system and represent how these affect the
system. The structure of these two methods allows the system hierarchies to be correctly
represented.
Values and Goals
The goal for the GFT, Perform Mission i s based on bringing value to NASA. This places
all the subgoals in the tree in a perspective of creating value. Landing on the surface of Mars
brings some value because it allows the mission to progress. Failure to meet these goals implies a
lack of value when compared to meeting the goals. However, as mentioned before, the GFT has
no value metric other than success and failure.
The structure of the value model is designed to relate attributes directly to value.
Evaluating the value model, it is clear that a change in the attribute thrust creates a relatively
large impact on value. This implies that thrust has some value to NASA in light of their mission
concept.
Again these two top level elements suggest different aspects to value. The GFT
represents value as an end state determined by state variables. The value model represents value
directly by attributes. This is compatible with the means-end theory of value as discussed in
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Chapter 2 [59]. The common perspective and preference of NASA that each method aims to
capture underlies the compatibility in goals and value.
Variables and Attributes
It is interesting to compare the definitions for the value model’s attributes and the GFT’s
state variables. In comparing the two, there is significant overlap and some even follow the same
definitions. It is also interesting to note that GFT state variables are significantly more
physics-based, even when comparing solely to just system performance attributes. Beyond these
there are four other categories of value model attributes which are not physics-based (see
Appendix C, Table 8). This implies the value model attributes tend to be higher level than the
state variables, as the state variables are limited to being physics-based.
A note on comparing these attributes is in the difference in systems represented in this
analysis. The value model represents the Mars Lander Propulsion System while the GFT
represents the Mars Lander itself. That means there is already a difference in level of detail in
these two methods. This appears in the state variables such as frequency and pressure which are
measuring communications and life support systems for the lander. These do not appear as
attributes in the value model because the propulsion system does not deal with communications
or life support. A more parallel comparison (such as a value model of the entire lander) would
likely lend itself to more paired attributes and state variables. However a comparison of the
attributes and state variables is still of interest.
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Value Model
System
Performance
Attributes

Definitions

Mass (kg)

Mass the propulsion system incurs
(mass of propulsion system and any
element required to make it function
- such as a power source for plasma
propulsion).

Propellent
Mass (kg)

GFT State
Variables

Definitions

Mass (kg)

The mass of the lander.

Velocity
(m/s)

The velocity of the lander.

Mass of the propulsion system fuel

Max
Acceleration Maximum acceleration of the lander. Position (m)
(m/s^2)
Acceleration
(m/s^2)
Specific
Impulse (s)

How effectively the propulsion
system uses propellant.

Thrust (N)

Mechanical force generated by the
propulsion system to move the
lander.

Thrust to
Weight Ratio

The ratio of the thrust the system
generates to the propulsion system's
weight

Mass Flow
Rate (kg/s)

Mass of a substance which passes
per unit of time from the propulsion
system during ascent.

Propellent
Mass Fraction

The ratio of propellant to the mass of
the propulsion system (including
fuel).

Volume (m^3)

The amount of three dimensional
space the system takes up.

Temperature
(K)

The maximum temperature the
propulsion system induces.

The position vector of the lander in
cartesian coordinates.
The acceleration of the lander.

Thrust (N)

Mechanical force generated by the
propulsion system to move the lander.

Temperature
(K)

The temperature that the lander
experiences.

Frequency
(Hz)

The frequency of the communication
between the lander and the DST and
the lander and earth.

Pressure (Pa)

The pressure maintained in the
habited portion of the lander.
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Velocity
Error

The error between desired and
measured velocity.

Position Error

The error between desired and
measured position.

Table 5: Value Model Attribute and GFT State Variable Overlap

The group of lander-focused (rather than propulsion system focused) state variables are
clear. It is also clear that many attributes in Table 8, Appendix C are not physics-based and
therefore could not be represented in the GFT as state variables are required to represent the
state. Despite the different levels of analysis, the attributes and state variables have significant
overlap for the Mars Lander.
Timelines
As noted in Chapter 2, different points in a design life cycle may be more compatible
with each method than other points. This is clear in the differences in level of detail between the
GFT and value model even in this analysis. As the mission concept and design are early in
development, creating a GFT requires a great deal of assumption and makes detailed
representation challenging. This is part of the reason by the GFT for the Mars Lander remains so
high level in this analysis; the tool is better used further in the design timeline. The value model
however, is an excellent tool for early analysis and is therefore more detailed and complete than
the GFT simply due to the current development of the Lander. So while the suggested combined
use for these two tools is presented, it is not explicitly completed due to the early stages of
development for the Mars Lander.
From this example of suggested combined use it is clear that beyond having similar
implementations in value, function, and variables, these two methods are complementary in two
main ways. The first is in capturing preference. Both methods incorporate NASA’s preferences
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and intentions into their models. The GFT does this in the decomposition of goals; the choice of
goals reflects intention. The value model does this in the choice of weighting of each attribute
and in the choice of attributes themselves. Each attribute in the value model reflects elements of
design that NASA stakeholders have preference for and the weighting on each in the value
function reflects the preferences of the stakeholders.
Both models are also tied to the system by physics-based variables and attributes. These
variables directly represent the system. Combined with the preference aspect of the models, this
implies that each model combines preference and an actual representation of a system. Because
both models have these two aspects they could be beneficial to use together as defining
preference and physics-based elements are common to both.
Conclusion
Not only do GFTs and value models have similar structures and design, they can be
implemented complementarily in different stages of a system life cycle to aid in design and
evaluation of a complex system. Both methods seek to represent a system through variables that
tie directly to that system. Both methods additionally put the system in the perspective of
preference: to operate and to bring value.
When comparing these two methods, four areas of structure are of particular interest: the
hierarchy, the functions, the attributes and state variables, and the goal and value. These
structural similarities show consistencies in physics-based and preference-based representation.
The purposes and timelines for each method were also examined in order to determine a
suggested combined use.
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The value model aims to evaluate preference and aid in design early in the life cycle by
feeding attributes of a system up to a value. This method is useful early in the design to compare
systems, technologies, or optimize a design because the design is unbounded, except practically
by nature [61]. This means the designer is free to explore the true preferences of the stakeholders
which is key in early development. Value models, since they are not requirements based, allow
the comparison of designs.
In contrast, because of the implementation of requirements, the GFT can only distinguish
when a requirement is being violated, causing failure. It cannot evaluate exactly how successful
or valuable a mission or system is. The GFT evaluates an existing system as in operation to
determine its necessary nominal boundaries per each variable. It is useful closer to operation of
the system (rather than design), since it evaluates the system’s operations. The GFT can also be
used before the implementation of a system to determine the nominal bounds of each variable
associated with a subgoal. These bounds can then be compared with a design to ensure the
design is capable of meeting the goal when implemented.
GFTs and value models can be used together in systems engineering projects, as
suggested in the combined use framework and shown through the Mars Lander exemplar.
Combining these approaches allows designers to first choose the design with the most value via
the value model and then monitor, and refine the system while ensuring it reaches that value with
a GFT. This research shows the two methods can be integrated complementarity by consistency
in incorporating preferences for the system and physics-based representation of the system to
allow enhanced design understanding.
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Appendix A: Word Frequency Tables
Value Model Word Frequency
Word

Count

Weighted Percentage (%)

Similar Words

value

5138

2.28

valuing, value’, valued, values, values', 'values, values’, valuing

design

5075

2.25

design, designated, designation, designed, designer, designers,
designing, designs, designs’

systems

4152

1.84

system, systemic, systems, systems’

models

2178

0.97

model, modeled, modeler, modelers, modeling, modelled,
modelling, models

attribute

2116

0.94

attributable, attribute, attributed, attributes, attributes’, attribution

costs

1968

0.87

cost, costing, costly, costs, costs’

functions

1406

0.62

function, functional, functionality, functionally, functions

decisions

1388

0.62

decision, decisions, decisive

changes

1166

0.52

chang, change, changed, changes, changing

variable

937

0.42

variability, variable, variables

objective

859

0.38

object, objection, objective, objectively, objectives, objectives',
objects

optimizing

843

0.37

optimal, optimal’, optimality, optimization, optimizations,
optimize, optimized, optimizer, optimizers, optimizing

utility

836

0.37

util, utilities, utility, utilization, utilize, utilized, utilizes, utilizing

requiring

834

0.37

require, required, requirement, requirements, requires, requiring

develop

830

0.37

develop, developed, developer, developers, developing,
development, developments, develops

settings

808

0.36

set, sets, setting, settings

preference

788

0.35

prefer, preferable, preferably, preference, preferences, preferred,
preferring, prefers

analysis

755

0.33

analysis

level’

723

0.32

level, level’, levelized, levels

states

707

0.31

state, state’, stated, states, states’, stating

processing

701

0.31

process, processed, processes, processing

results

615

0.27

result, resultant, resulted, resulting, results

number

612

0.27

number, numbering, numbers

mission

540

0.24

mission, missions

needs

539

0.24

need, needed, needing, needs

Table 6: Value Model Word Frequency
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GFT Word Frequency
Word

Count

Weighted Percentage (%)

Similar Words

function

1169

2.58

function, function’, functional, functionality, functionally,
functioning, functions, functions’

goals

1168

2.58

goal, goal’, goals, 'goals'

system

1141

2.52

system, system’, systems

states

752

1.66

state, stated, states

models

663

1.46

model, modeled, modeler, modelers, modeling, modelled,
modeller, modelling, models

variables

563

1.24

variabl, variable, variable’, variables

vector

335

0.74

vector, vectoring, vectors

control

301

0.66

control, control’, controllability, controlled, controller,
controllers, controlling, controls

level

294

0.65

level, levels

tree

291

0.64

tree, tree', trees, trees’

diagram

273

0.6

diagram, diagrams

objects

248

0.55

object, objective, objective’, objectives, objects

describing

242

0.53

describ, describe, described, describes, describing

structure

242

0.53

structural, structurally, structure, structured, structures

nominal

242

0.53

nomin, nominal

failure

225

0.5

failure, failures

figures

212

0.47

figur, figure, figures

represent

210

0.46

represent, represented, representing, represents

relations

205

0.45

relatable, relate, related, relates, relating, relation, relations,
relative, relatively

decomposition

192

0.42

decomposition, decompositions

requires

191

0.42

requir, require, required, requirement, requirements,
requires, requiring

physics

186

0.41

physic, physical, physically, physics

complex

183

0.4

complex, complexities, complexity

connects

175

0.39

connect, connected, connecting, connection, connections,
connective, connectivity, connects

views

165

0.36

view, viewed, views

Table 7: GFT Word Frequency
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Appendix B: Design Structure Matrices

Figure 13: Original DSM

Figure 14: Empirical DSM
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Appendix C: Value Model

Table 8: Value Model Attributes and Definitions
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Figure 15: Regression Outputs

Figure 16: Estimated Coefficients
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Figure 17: Ranges

Table 9: Propulsion System Rankings
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Table 10: Historical Mission Data

Table 11: Propulsion Systems Data
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Appendix D: Value Model Analysis

Data Source
Plasma-MPD

Ion Drive-Xenon

Inputs
Propell
ent
Mass
(kg)
60000.
00
332000
.00
110000
0.00
9700.0
0

2.00

Output

Propulsion
System Mass
(kg)
Thrust (N)

Mass
Propellant Thrust to
Flow Rate Mass
Weight
Specific
(kg/s)
Fraction Ratio
Impulse

Value

244000.00

11.00

0.0001

0.197

0.000

8009.320

77970

660000.00

490.00

0.0100

0.335

0.000

4994.903

47646

2700000.00

37380000.0
1246.0000 0.289
0

1.003

3058.104

28409

10400.00

190000.00

6.3100

0.483

0.010

3069.412

28198

0.00

0.0000

0.260

0.000

1950.000

17295

6830.00

330000.00

30.0000

0.445

2.733

1121.305

8962

1489.00

1832000.00 593.0500

0.220

97.876

314.895

8044

81500.00

735500.00

74.9989

0.259

0.682

999.674

7842

135981.00

334000.00

43.0000

0.200

0.200

791.788

5805

9115.00

7740500.00 2596.0000 0.478

45.171

303.945

3801

30402.00

140000.00

0.460

0.253

445.973

2011

2700.00

88000.00

0.222

2.584

380.000

1830

25200.00

3900.00

1.0000

0.462

0.008

397.554

1507

24.00

4400.00

2.2000

0.077

17.251

203.874

1315

22064.00
22.40

9.7800
0.1020

0.194
0.000

2.037
0.001

229.973
22.393

328
-1641

11000.00

1068.0000 0.445

0.003

1.050

-2436

425.00 1210.00

5480.0
0
419.00
28500.
hermal - Solid Core (Liquid H
00
34019.
hermal - Solid Core (Liquid H
00
8353.0
0
25898.
Liquid Propellent - Cryogenic
00
772.20
21600.
00
Biofuel-Biodiesel

Attributes

214.00 890.00
Plasma Propulsion VASIMR 0.10
1851.75
181000
226000.00
.00

32.0000

Table 12: Propulsion System Rankings and Specific Impulse
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Propellent
Mass (kg)

Propulsion
Mass Flow
System Mass Thrust (N)
Rate (kg/s)
(kg)

Percent
Change
in Value

Value

Baseline (mean)

5613.240

16394.180

25214.000

10.530

250.402

min

85.000

71.000

8006.790

1.725

max

8200.000

24331.000

45038.200

16.269

span

8115.000

24260.000

37031.410

14.544

Percent Change possible

98.486

99.567

68.245

83.618

Change Propellent Mass +

5893.902

16394.180

25214.000

10.530

238.017

-4.946

Change Propellent Mass -

5332.578

16394.180

25214.000

10.530

263.107

5.074

Change Propulsion System
Mass +

5613.240

17213.889

25214.000

10.530

262.089

4.667

Change Propulsion System
Mass -

5613.240

15574.471

25214.000

10.530

237.810

-5.029

Change MFR +

5613.240

16394.180

25214.000

11.057

134.170

-46.418

Change MFR -

5613.240

16394.180

25214.000

10.004

378.869

51.304

Change Thrust +

5613.240

16394.180

26474.700

10.530

372.866

48.907

Change Thrust -

5613.240

16394.180

23953.300

10.530

127.938

-48.907

Table 13: Sensitivity Analysis

Percent Change In Value
Percent Change
in Attribute

Propellent Mass

Propulsion System Mass

Thrust

MFR

0.05

-4.946

4.667

48.91

-46.42

0.1

-9.769

9.011

97.81

-88.62

0.2

-19.06

16.85

195.63

-162.46

0.5

-44.43

35.27

489.07

-324.927

0.8

-66.56

48.54

811.85

-433.235

-0.05

5.07

-5.03

-48.91

51.304

-0.1

10.28

-10.46

-97.81

108.31

-0.2

21.11

-22.76

-195.63

243.7

-0.5

57.41

-77.15

-489.07

974.78

-0.8

105.48

-210.544

-811.85

4759.22

Table 14: Percent Change in Value from Percent Change in Attribute
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Appendix E: Propulsion Systems

Figure 18: Propulsion System Categories

